If you would like to avoid city noise and every day crowds only few hours from Skopje, there is one piece of untouched nature which takes the breath away. Situated on the slopes of National Park “Pelister” at altitude of 1420 meters and surrounded by Pinus peuce wood, hotel “Molika” is perfectly fitting in the environment. Created to offer maximum enjoyment and relaxation, it attracts with its immediate warmth, peace and tranquility. Exactly as the place in front of you, there is endless view of Pelagonia valley, Bitola and the surrounding environment; you are attracted by scents, colors and sensations; meeting with rare species of flora and fauna is inevitable.
Right place for the true lovers of healthy life, the active recreation in nature fulfilled with hiking on many vivid trails, climbing to the mountain tops, mountain picnic...

- Attractive mountain bike trails on long distance.
- Extreme mountain bike trail for downhill acrobatics.